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I. INTRODUCTION
Recently in [1] (this paper will be referred to as I from now on) the authors showed how the body-fixed twoelectron Schrodinger equation in generalized perimetric coordinates could be obtained &om the laboratory-fixed form of the Schrodinger equation describing a system of three particles. They solved the infinite-nuclear-mass problein in which one of the particles (the heavy nucleus) was considered to be fixed in space and so m3 -+ oo. This simplifies the problem as some of the reduced masses are eliminated. It also makes the only unknown mass in the problem that of the electron. This means that it is possible to work in atomic units (in which the mass of the electron is taken as unity) and to express all the calculated quantities in these units. [2] were the first to deinonstrate how mass effects can be included automatically in the Hamiltonian. for a two-electron ion. They generalized the series solution of Pekeris [3] and expanded their wave function in a power series. They then used similarity transformations to take their power series basis into a Laguerre basis so as to obtain symmetric matrices. They used the H ion as their subject and showed that for a 50 x 50 matrix the energy de'erence due to nuclear mass Drake [5, 6] performed high precision variational calculations on the helium atom and the hydride ion within the fixed-nucleus approximation and was the first to point out the necessity of including mass polarization beyond first-order perturbation theory. Baker et al. , p. 123 [7] , and Drake, p. 146 [7] , both present results for the helium atom to a precision of better than 10 cm, and conclude that at that level of accuracy, it is essential to include the mass-polarization correction in first-and second-order perturbation theory and say that the easiest way to do this is to include the mass-polarization operator in the unperturbed Hamiltonian.
In 
where Z is the nuclear charge, M is the mass of the nucleus, and the subscripts designate partial derivatives.
The quantities P and P' arise from the Laplacians, Q &om the Coulomb terms, and S &om the energy term.
It is seen that in Eq. (6) Just as in I, Eq. (6) is solved by expanding F as ) C p~(l, m, n)A(l+ n, m+ P, n+p) = 0. (8) a,P,p= - 2 The 57 coefficients in this recursion relation are given in Table I Table III as it only has one bound state, which is the singlet state.
This was proved rigorously by Nyden Hill within the fixed (infinite-mass) approximation [11] and for the case where the nuclear mass is finite [12] . Table VI .
Note added in proof. Drake [7] has pointed out that for the helium atom it is possible to achieve an accuracy of 12 SF's by using the ratio of the electron mass to the TABLE V. Values for the 1 S states of the nonrelativistic energy with the nucleus fixed and with the nucleus in motion.
The mass effects b.E and the theoretical value of the ionization energy (IE) using the energy obtained from the nucleus in motion calculation and the results Pekeris obtained for his nonrelativistic IE. 
